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Abstract 

This research has purpose to find out the influences of mental accounting, a behavior toward 

money called power-prestige and retention-time will affect toward consumptive behavior. 

The sample are 36 employess of Handoko hadiprasetyo Tax Consultant Office Semarang. The 

data are gained through questionnaires. To analyze the data, multiple regression is used. The 

findings show there is significant relationship between mental accounting and power-prestige 

toward consumptive behavior. Meanwhile, retention-time does not affect significantly toward 

the behavior.  

Keywords: consumptive behavior, mental accounting, power-prestige, and retention-time  

1. Introduction 

Human nature tends to be consumptive, meaning humans will always consume products or 

services all time. This behavior emerges due to support their various needs and to follow the 

current growing trend in market. The decision to buy is not only something planned but also 

the unplanned. Decision to buy something unplanned, called as impulsive buying, means 

spending uncontrollable amount of money or buying unnecessary goods. The unplanned 

purchased goods are mostly cheap and unexpected products. 

This behavior, according to Sumartono (2002), is not based on rational consideration but due 

to the existence of irrational stage desire. In this level, someone may buy goods because the 
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goods are branded or newly released and trendier. It is all because of the motivation of the 

buyers to level up their status in their environment without considering the benefit of the 

goods.  

In deciding individual finance is affected by psychological factors. One of them is mental 

accounting aspect, a phenomenon of finance based on behavior, initially stated by Thaler 

(1980), a professor of Chicago School. He argues someone creates a mental accounting 

system in similar ways to organization managing its accounting system to organize and 

manage financial decision. Mental accounting refers to behavior or reasons of someone in 

which having tendency to group and treat money in different ways compared to the others 

based on where the money from. As for example, money from an individual’s earning (daily 

or monthly) will be treated differently to money gained from bonus, gift, or extra incomes. 

Earnings from bonus or other extra incomes will be considered as additional fortune so it will 

be easy for them to spend or to invent with high risks. Ishakawa and Ueda in Damayanti and 

Supramono (2011) empirically proved that in Japan there are different marginal propensities 

to consume (MPC) between earnings from regular incomes or salary to bonus. By grouping 

differently based on the sources and the purpose to spend, someone tends to be consumptive 

to spend the money earned from bonus or other extra incomes. It aligns to Chatterjee, Heath, 

and Min (1009) arguing mental accounting may inappropriately influence financial decision.  

An individual’s money attitude is also affected by consumptive behavior because the money 

earned or had is not only to shop but a certain judgment toward the money also occurs. An 

individual’s point of view toward money is a power and a success for him, stated in Yamauchi 

and Templer (1982). Power-prestige explains money is a symbol of power and domination 

(Yamauhchi and Templer, 1982). It insists people to compete in achieving success and 

acknowledgement from surrounding society. Through money, someone wants to be 

acknowledged. It can be seen from an individual’s socialization and appearance because he 

wants to be acknowledged. Therefore, sometimes it leads to consumptive behavior to buy 

luxurious goods without considering the benefits. Power-prestige reflects negative dimension 

of someone’s attitude toward money.  

It is different to Retention-time referring to attitudes of spending money by having planned 

(Yamauchi and Templer, 1982). It is a planning to use the money and to buy goods in which 

must be well planned first. According to Setyawan (2011), retention-time is a psychological 

attitude referring to an attitude in which someone does not want to spend his money. To spend 

his money, he will be very careful and must be planned so that the money will bring benefit. 

Retention-time reflects positive dimension of someone’s attitude toward money.  

Fromt preliminary research findings, it can be concluded the empolyees of tax consultant 

office group their incomes based on their sources and the purpose. Therefore, it indicates the 

occurence of mental accounting. There is a difference in money attitude so  there is a 

difference attitude in spending the money. By observing their money attitude of the 

employees with tendency to be consumptive. The employees often struggle to save their 

outcome in their life but it is difficult to save or even they experience financial problem.  

The behavior to group based on the source does not fit to money value expected utility theory, 
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stating that the value of money is interchangeable or known as fungibility. To take decision, 

money from bonus with amount Rp. 1000,- or coming from salary with amount Rp. 1000,- 

should have same values. By the existence of treatment and attitude toward money which 

lead to consumptive attitude found in preliminary research, the researchers were intertested to 

find out whether the phenomenon also occurs for all employees or not, and what factors 

affect it. Thus, this research is given title: The Influences of Mental Accounting, 

Power-Prestige andRetention-Time Toward Consumtive Behavior (A study done toward KKP 

Handoko Adiprasetyo Semarang Employees). 

According to the explanation and the backgrounds, the treatment and attitude toward money 

for the employees tend to trigger consumptive behavior, leading to financial problems. In this 

resarch, the problem will be tested and formulated in the form of research problems, covering 

from: analyzing mental accounting toward consumptive behavior of the employees; analyzing 

power-prestige toward consumptive behavior of the employees; analyzing Retention-time 

toward consumptive behavior of the employees. 

2. Literature Review 

Consumptive Behavior 

Consumptive behavior, according to Sumartono (2002), is a behavior which is not based on 

rational consideration but because of irrational level desire. According to Dahlan (in 

Sumartono, 2002), this behavior indicated by luxurious and exaggerate living, using 

everything considered expensive to satisfy and comfort their physical condition and by the 

existence of living patterns controlled and motivated by desire to satisfy. Meanwhile, 

Tambunan (2001), consumptive behavior refers to behavior of the consumers whom uses 

greater values of money from its production on goods or services in which are not main living 

needs.  

Consumptive behavior is behavior uses greater values of money without rational 

consideration to get goods in which are not the main living needs and by existence of an 

assumption that expensive goods will bring satisfaction and physical comfort. Actually, 

consumptive pattern of an individual is started to form during teenage ages. These ages are 

ages when someone wants to be acknowledged by the surroundings. According to 

Mangkunegara (2005), for producers, teenagers are great potential market. It is due to 

consumptive pattern started to form. Teenagers are also easy to be persuaded in following 

latest trend, and tend to spend much money.  

It is often used by producers to sell products. Especially higher education students, they buy 

goods in which are not main living needs. It is to get acknowledgement of their presence by 

buying the latest trending goods or following their favorite idols. Usually, someone will pay 

more attention on the brands to buy compared to the benefit of the products. According to 

Sumartono (2002), in buying goods, consumers often consider these things: buying goods 

because of reward or gift attached, interesting package, keeping appearance and prestige, 

assumption stating that more expensive goods affecting confidence, trying to use two 

different products, and buying a product only for having symbolic status.  
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Mental Accounting 

According to expected utility theory, the valuse of money are interchangeable, known as 

fungibility principle. To take decision, money from bonus with amount Rp. 1.000.000,- or 

coming from salary with amount Rp. 1.000.000,- or money from investment benefit with 

amount Rp. 1.000.000,- should have same values. One rupiah is one rupiah. No matter where 

it comes from or what kind of plan to spend it. However, Thaler (1985) in Damayanti and 

Supramono, observed an individual did not treat the money in the same way (fungible), with 

the following ilustration: Mr. And Mrs. J have saved $ 15,000 toward their dream vacation 

home. They hope to buy the home in five years. The money earns 10% in a money market 

account. They just bought a news car for $11,000 which they finaced with a three-year car 

loan at 15%.  

The couple has labeled the money differently between money to buy house and to buy new 

car. The incoming money without certain label but someone labels it will cause the values of 

the money will be different depending on the sources and the purpose. Mr and Mrs J have 

money in their saving with additional low interest (10%) and then they lent the money by 

having higher interest, 15%. Then, they get disadvantages and economically it is said not 

rational. The phenomenon of breaching fungibility principle is know as mental accountig in 

which is a descriptive theory to explain attitudes of an individual to decide and how a family 

works in which cannot be explained by classic economy principles. According to Thaler 

(1980) ”mental accounting is the set of cognitive operation use by individual and household 

to code, catagorize and evaluate financial activities”. It assumes an individual explicitly or 

implicitly have mental accounting system which frequently breaches fungibility principle.  

Thaler develops mental accounting theory based on psychological account concept, 

introduced by Kahneman and Twesky (1979) through prospect theory. The theory integrates 

psychological variables into financial decision making using psychological account concept 

to describe how the outcome is evaluated simultaneously or separately. Kahneman and 

tversky (1984) experimented toward two alternative decissions: A, losing ticket of match with 

price $10, meanwhile, B, loosing money with price $10, although A and B lose two things 

with exactly same values, in fact, the realization of decission making are different. 88% of 

people losing money will still buy ticket but those losing tickets are 46% accounted to do the 

same thing. The explanations are losing ticket and buying the new one is treated in one 

banking account, while losing money and buying new ticket is done in different account. 

Therefore, they are evaluated separately. It also shows that mentally, an individual creates 

spending accounts.  

In general context, mental accounting, refers to a process categorizing outcome (Handerson 

& Peterson, 1992). The categorization involves noting activities into certain accounts. 

Mentally, someone tends to label their incomes and outcome and select them into certain 

accounts. As for example, routine incomes compared to bonus, primary needs compared to 

joyful needs. Besides that, there is posibility someone will spend the money coming from 

routine incomes differently compared to from bonus (Thaler, 1990). Incomes gained from 

efforts (daily or monthly) is percepted to have more values compared to those earned from 
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bonus although the amounts are same. It can bring implicaiton to treat the use of incomes 

differently depended on the sources so it will ease to decide in allocating the incomes. As for 

example, someone tends to waste their money and act consumptive in spending money 

gained from bonus because it is considered as a reward. 

The phenomenon of other mental accountings is when someone assumes to have already 

struggle in saving various expense by not buying many htings, but in other side, he cannot 

save money for certain expense. As for example, to spend money for his hobby although the 

frequency of buying is relatively seldom but when it is seen from the amount of money spent, 

it is relatively wasteful. Contrary, someone may save money in certain expenses with huge 

amount but in other certain expenses will be fewer and meaningless. In fact, when fewer 

expense is done continously without being aware and is not managed well, it will lead to 

greater expense accumulation. It will cause him unconciously to whimper, stating he is not 

prodigals but having difficulties to save money although his income is sufficiently greater.  

Shefrin and Thaler (1988), through behavior life-cycle theory grouped assets of wealth into 

three mental account: current income, current asset, and future income. They predicted 

someone will spend more when they gained bonus transfered into their current income 

account instead of their own current asset account, and is spend at least for consumption 

purpose when it is transfered into future income account. Besides that, the wealth gained at 

once tends to be stored into current asset. Meanwhile, if it is gained monthly, it will be 

current income.  

Karlsson, Garlin and Selart (1997) proposed hypothesis about doubtness to use saving as 

predicted by mental accountings will lower when the motivation to save money and 

consumption are synchronized. There are four motives to save: saving management, keeping 

alert, finance to create better future, and wealth management. Meanwhile, motive of 

consumption is differed into: matter to replace something or buy something in which has 

been really long demanded. As for example of consumption motive is to replace the current 

goods. The will to spend his saving will be much greater when the motive is  to keep alert 

compared to when his saving motive is to buy a certain good in which has been dreamed a 

long time ago. Holge and Mason (1995) found empirical evidence that there are some 

different treatment in using savings depending on the sources. By using experimental 

approach, the findings show someone tends to spend his saving coming from bonus instead of 

routine salary.  

Thaler (1990) argues why someone uses mental accounting is because it allows transaction 

evaluated separately from other transactions. It can decrease cognitive burden in deciding and 

taking decision will be much easier. Chatterjee, Heath, and Min (2009) state mental 

accounting will negatively impact in decision making. However, Thaler (1999) stated there is 

no concern whether someone will have rational or irrational mental accountings. Karlson 

(1988) asserts mental accounting can be used to do self-control. It means preventing any 

consumptive financial expenses or overspending because the incomes have been grouped into 

certain accounts and investments in which are not easy to use for other purposes.  
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Power-Prestige 

Attitude is defined as feeling to support or to prefer (favorableness) or a feeling not to 

support or to prefer (unfavorableness) toward a certain object faced. It is triggered by 

evaluation upon an individual or belief toward certain result gained from cerrtain traits 

(Hidayat and Nuroho, 2010). Allpot (in Dharmnesta, 1998) sees attitude as a feeling or 

general evaluation (both positive and negative) toward people, matter of object. Further more, 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) defined attitude as a set of affection felt by someone to accept or 

deny a certain object or attitude measured by certain procedure to place an individual in two 

evaluative pollar scales, as for example: good or bad, agree or disagree, and so forth.  

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) differ two kinds of attitudes: (1) attitude toward object in the form 

of someone’s feeling toward things or objects, (2) attitude toward behavior which mostly 

referring to behavior and not to objects. 

In this research, attitude is supportive feeling (positive) or denying feeling (negative) based 

on overall evaluation of someone toward money (attitude toward objects). This attitude is a 

negative or positive attitude tendency toward money. Money attitude comes from an 

individual’s experience developed from parents’ teaching, experiences upon financial 

practices in family, in which revised by socializaiton and transaction toward other people. 

Yamauchi and Templer (1982) categorize power-prestige first dimension of someone’s 

attitude toward money. In their research, Yamauchi and Templer (1982), show people having 

higher score of considering money as trading meant to affect and impres other people and as 

a symbol of success. Besides that, money is seen as meant to gain power upon someone’s 

surrounding and its people. In this dimension, money is considered as dominating meant, 

meaning money can be used to buy cars, motorbikes, clothes, and so on. According to Walker 

& Garmin (1992) in Wong, money is the based of samone to see power in someone else and 

to be an impressive factor. Meanwhile, according to Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton 

(1982), quoted by Al – Amoodi (2006), money is asymbol and status for those having it and 

later those people’s existence can be more valueable and acknowledge in their surrounding.  

The findings from Durvasula and lysonski (2010) about money attitude toward arrogancy and 

materialism involves younger consumers in China. From the findings show the impacts of 

power-prestige toward arrogancy and materialism in younger consumers’ in China. Then, in a 

research about power-prestige, money-attitude is considered negative.  

Retention–Time 

Retention – time is second dimension from money attitude (Yamauhci and Templer, 1982). 

Retention-time refers to attitude to spend money in which needs planning (Yamauchi and 

Templer, 1982). It is also planning to use money and to buy something (Wong). According to 

Setyawan (2011), rendition-time is a psychological attitude of someone referring to attitude in 

which someone does not want to spend all of his money. In spending the money, he will be 

more careful and it should be planned so it will bring more benefits.  

Money attitude as retention-time emphasizes on financial plans carefully in spending the 
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H1 

H2 

H1 

money. The money is used wisely to buy through initial plans. People with retention-time will 

struggle to save their financial future (money, assets, and financial security) completely. They 

manage money through money management, having self-control, satisfaction delaying, 

saving money, and doing useful consumption. People with retention-time are example of 

individuals with no tendency to be consumptive shoppers.  

Someone with higher score of this factor can be described as people whom place greater 

values in process of planning and goal of security in the future. They believe money is a 

source to manage appropriately, so there is a need to plan for the future. The jargon is ‘be 

prepared’. They will be more careful to manage money so they tend to have intention to 

control themselves in managing their money for personal needs. In other sides, people with 

lower score of the factor describes future orientation reflection from the upcoming events 

with little concerns in managing money. It is said they will be more consumptive. Then, in the 

research, retention-time is money attitude considered positive.  

Theoretical Frameworks 

The model used is conceptual framework and also used as theoretical frameworks in this 

research: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. Hipotesis 

H1:  there is impact of mental accounting toward consumptive behavior 

H2 :  there is impact of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior. 

H3:  there is impact of retention-time toward consumptive behavior. 

3. Methodology 

This is a hypothesis testing research to explain phenomena in the form of relationship among 

variables (Kuncoro, Amin & Sudarman, 2018). The type of the variable relationship is 

causailty. 

Population and Sample 

The population in this research is Tax Consultant Office, “Handoko Adiprasetyo”, Semarang 

located in Jl. MT. Haryono No. 548 Semarang. Technique of sampling in this research is by 

cencus to determine the sample by taking all population as sample. The number of samples 

are 41 people covering from all employees. From 41 samples taken by spreading 

questionnaires are actually 36 questionnaires return.  

Mental 
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ng 
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Data Analysis 

Multiple data regression to find out the impact of mental accounting, Power-Prestige and 

Retention–Time  toward consumptive behavior of the employees. 

Y = 0 + 1X1+ 2X2 + 3X3+e 

Notes : 

X1  = Mental Accounting 

X2  = Power-Pestige 

X3  = Retention-Time 

Y  =  Consumptive behavior 

0  = Constanta 

1,…. 3 = Regression coefficient 

Hypothesis Test 

H0 : b1, b2, b3 = 0 means independent variable partially does not affect positively and is not 

significant toward the dependent variable.  

Ha : b1, b2, b3 ≠ 0 means independent variable partially positively affects and is significant 

toward the dependent variable.  

The criteria of decision making are:  

H0 is accepted if calculated < ttabel on α = 5%  

Ha is accepted if calculated > ttabel on α = 5%. 

4. Findings 

Multiple Regression Analysis 

Based on the analysis findings are:                                          

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  ,936 ,356 

Mental_Accounting ,319 2,476 ,019 

Power_Prestige ,654 5,426 ,000 

Retention_Time ,146 1,109 ,276 

a. Dependent Variable: Consumptive behavior 

Sumber: primary data processed by SPSS 19, 2013 

Based on table 4.7, it is gained formula as follows:  

Y =  0,319X1 + 0,654X2 + 0,146X3 

In the equation of multiple regression can be explained as follow: 
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1. The influence of Mental accounting toward consumptive behavior 

The score of regression b = 0,319, it shows tehre is positive influence from mental 

accounting variable toward consumptive behavior, t = 2,476 dam Sig. = 0,019 shows 

significant correlation, so there is positive and significant impact of mental accounting 

variable toward consumptive behavior.  

2. The influence of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior. 

Regression score b = 0,654, it shows tehre is positive influence from power-prestige variable 

toward consumptive behavior, , t = 5,426 and Sig. = 0,000 shows significant correlation, so it 

affects positively and significantly toward consumptive behavior.  . 

3. The impact of retention-time toward consumptive behavior.  

Regression score, b = 0,146, it shows tehre is positive impact from the variable toward 

consumptive bheavior, t = 1,109 and Sig. = 0,276 shows no significant correlation, so there is 

no significant influence from the variable toward the behavior.  

Partial Significant Test (t-test) 

The t-test of mental accounting, power-prestige, and retention-time influences toward 

consumptive behaviour uses t-test. It is used to test level of significances of variable X 

toward Y. The sample used are 36 employees, so the test uses T with dF = 36-2 or df = 33 and 

level of significant (α)=5%then, it is gainedttable =1,692. Here are the criteria of the test: 

- If tcalculated>ttabel,then variable X has strong and significant correlation toward Y. 

- Iftcaltulated<ttabel,hen variable X does not have strong and significant correlation toward 

Y. 

Here is the following test : 

1.  H1: there is impact of mental accounting toward consumptive behavior. 

From the calculation of t-test for mental accounting resulting tcalculated=2,476is greater than 

ttable=1,692, so the hypothesis is accepted. Therefore, it can be said there is significant 

influence of mental accounting toward consumptive behavior of the employees.  

2. H2 : there is impact of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior.  

The calculation of power-prestige resultstcalculated=5,426greater than the score oft 

table=1,692, so the hypothesis is accepted. Therefore, it can be said there is significant 

influence of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior of the employees.  

3. H3: There is impact of retention-time toward consumptive behavior. 

The calculation of retention-timeresultstcalculated = 1,109smaller than ttable= 1,692 so the 

hypothesis is denied. Therefore, it can be said there is no significant retention-time toward the 

behavior of the employees.  
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Simultant Test (F-test)  

This test has purpose to find out whether there is significant influences simultaneously among 

independent variables toward the dependent variable. From the satistic data calculation, it 

shows the results of F-test resulting Fcalculated=13,93is greater than Ftable=2,84.Therefore, 

it can be concluded mental accounting, power-prestige, and retention-time significantly 

influence consumptive behaviour of the employees.  

5. Discussion 

The influence of mental accounting toward consumptive behavior  

The first hypothesis states there is influence of mental accounting toward consumptive 

behavior of the employees. The results of the test support the first hypothesis and the impact 

is considered as positive and significant. It means the higher mental accounting will affect on 

higher consumptive behavior. The test aligns with study done by Chatterjee, Heath, and Min 

(2009), and Thaler (1990) considering mental accounting can bring inappropriate impacts in 

financial deciding because there is possibility to be wasteful or act consumptive upon extra 

earnings.  

Most of the employees are young females aged 20 – 29 years old with lower earnings. They 

have mental accounting with tendency to group the source of their incomes and the purposes. 

It is caused because of their lower earnings or salary so they need to be careful in spending 

their money by grouping them and setting some purposes. However, because they are young 

ladies whom usually want to appear beautifully, then it is possible to consider them selves 

that their salaries are more valuable compared to extra earnings or bonus. It causes they tend 

to be more consumptive when they get bonus or extra earnings. They do not save their bonus 

money with reason it is additional bonus or reward in which is considered to have different 

values to their monthly salaries.  

This finding does not align with study done by Karlsson (1998), Moch and Loewenstein 

(1991), Damayanti and Supramono (2011) whom state mental accounting attitude can be 

used as self-control.  

Generally, mental accounting can motivate someone to act consumptively in managing his 

own money. Someone acts so is caused by carelessness in allocating his extra income into his 

needs and savings. It also means that someone with mental accounting does not always have 

well planning in managing  money so bonus or extra incomes can be used for their short 

neccessities.  

The Influence of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior 

Second hypothesis states power-prestige influences the behavior of the employees. From the 

test, the findings support the second hypothesis and the influences are addressed are 

considered positive and significant. It means the higher power-prestige will result higher 

consumptive behavior.  

Most of the employees are young females whom usually tend to expose them selves by 
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appearing beautifully. When someone with power-prestige has money, she will struggle to 

show her existence to get acknowledgement. It also causes different treatment toward money. 

They will judge money to have important role to get external acknowledgement from 

surroundings, social status, or domination upon other people and finally it is seen as symbols 

of status and success. Besides that, money is seen as meant to gain power upon soneone’s 

environment and people surrounding. An individual with higher power-prestige will spend 

money to improve her social and economical status and to impress other people. Therefore, 

this attitude tends to be consumptive in managing money.  

From the hypothesis, there is influence of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior. It 

aligns with findings by Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton (1981), quoted in Al – Amoodi 

(2006) stating that money is a symbol and status for someone has it. Then, the existence of 

the person will be more valuable in his surrounding so sometimes it leads to consumptive 

behavior in spending money to buy luxurious goods withouth considering their benefits.  

The influences of retention-time toward consumptive behavior 

Third hypothesis states retention-time toward consumptive behavior of the employees. From 

the test, the findings do not support the hypothesis. Therefore, retention-time does not 

significantly affect consumptive behavior. 

Retention-time describes the use of money directed for financial planning purposes. People 

with such attitude will be more careful in spending money and more aware about financial 

condidition. They spend money carefully through planning so they are considered not to be 

consumptive. They manage money through financial maangement, self-control, satisfaction 

delay, saving useful consumption. It shows they have everything in the future and believe 

money is source to manage well.  

Statistic descriptive analysis about retention-time shows that the employees have sufficiently 

higher score. It means they have tendency to act retention-time toward money. They carefully 

manage the mnoney and assume money is the source to manage. Thus, retention-time of the 

employees should negatively affect toward consumptive behavior. But, in this research it has 

positive affect, not being significant toward consumptive behavior. It is due to most of the 

employees are young women who want to beautifully appear by having branded goods. They 

are easily tempted by interesting advertisement. In the beginning, they have had plan to 

managae their money well. But because of their desire, they are faced to interesting 

advertisement and products in which frequently tempted and their plans do not work 

consistently.  

In this hypothesis, it does not align with Setyawan’s study (2011). Retention-time does not 

influence consumptive behavior so the students tend not to be consumptive.  

Determination Coefficient (R2)  

From the analysis, it shows the result of f-test: Fcalculation=13,93is greater 

thanFtable=2,84.Therefore, it can be concluded that mental accounting, power-prestige, and 

retention-time influence significantly toward consumptive behavior of the employees. 
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From quantitative analysis also shows determination coefficient (R-square) used to find out 

affective percentage of independent variable (X1,X2,danX3)toward dependent variable (Y) is 

0,566. It means consumptive behavior is affected by mental accounting, power-prestige, and 

retention-time with percentage 56.6%. The rest, 43.4% is affected by external factors of the 

study. Those factors are assumed to be incomes and the personalities of the employees.  

5. Conclusion 

Based on the findings, the conclusions are:  

1. There is significant influence of mental accounting toward consumptive behavior of the 

employees when they tend to group their money based on their sources and purposes. They 

assume that salary earned monthly has more values compared to bonus or extra earning. By 

considering bonus or extra earning are easily to get money, then they tend to spend it without 

planning. It causes consumptive behavior. 

2. There is significant influences of power-prestige toward consumptive behavior of the 

employees when they treat the money will have important role to get acknowledgement from 

other parties. Money is seen as symbol of status and success. They spend money to improve 

their economy position and social status. They impress other people in which will cause 

consumptive behavior in managing personal money.  

3. There is no significant influences of retention-time toward consumptive behavior of the 

employees. They are careful to spend money and consider money is a source to manage well. 

However, retention-time is not done consistently so it influences toward consumptive 

behavior although not significant. 

Implication 

Theoretical Implicaiton 

The findings show there is significant mental accounting influences toward consumptive 

behavior. Therefore, this research supports the findings of Chatterjee, Heath, and Min (2009), 

and Thaler (1990) assuming mental accounting will negatively influence financial decision 

making because there is possibility to spend more and to consumptively behave upon their 

extra earning. However, it does not align with research done by Karlsson (1998), Moch and 

Loewenstein (1992), and Damayanti and Supramono (2011) stating mental accounting can be 

used as self-control. 

Power-prestige also significantly influences consumptive behavior of the employees. The 

findings align with Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton (1981) quoted by Al – Amoodi 

(2006) stating that money is symbol and status for those having it. And it will finally create 

someone’s existence in the environment more acknowledged and leads into consumptive 

behavior.  

Retention-time positively influence but not significant toward consumptive behavior of the 

employees. The findings do not align with Setyawan (2011) stating retention-time does not 

influence consumptive behavior. They are careful to spend money and assume money is 
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source to manage well. However, it is not done consistently. So, retention-time attitude of the 

employees positively influences consumptive behavior although not significant.  

From the conclusion, there are several things to suggest in their implication:  

1. The employees tend to act mental accounting by grouping the source of incomes and the 

purpose in which significantly affect consumptive behavior. To overcome, it needs to be wise 

by assuming salary is not always located in certain groups and is more valuable compared to 

bonus. So, the ways to spend money is not based on interesting products without 

consideration but also the benefits of the product. 

2. Power-prestige significantly affects toward consumptive behavior. To overcome this 

condition, there is a need to treat money wisely. It is not by seeing money as symbol of 

success and repected. Therefore, there will be no need to compete in spending money to be 

respected but to spend money in productive goods. 

3. Retention-time influences positively but not significant toward consumptive behavior. The 

employees seem to be careful in spending money and considered money as source to manage 

but it s not done consistently. Thhus, there is a need of consistency in managing money and 

considering rationally the benefits of buying goods to avoid any consumptive behavioral 

tendencies.  

Research Limitation 

The researchers realize there are still many weaknesses in composing the research started 

from no personality type variable included and the amount of salary in which can be affective 

variable toward consumptive behavior. For the further researchers, there is a need of retesting 

by adding some uninvestigated variables yet.  
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